Relationships between MODIS and ATSR fires and atmospheric variability in New Caledonia (SW Pacific)
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We examined the relationships between fires detected by the Along Track Scanning Radiometer, algorithm 2 (ATSR-2) and the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectrometer (MODIS) sensors and local–scale atmospheric conditions in New Caledonia (SW Pacific ~165.5°E, 21.5°S) during the 1996–2008 (ATSR) and 2000–2008 (MODIS) time periods. A total of 3707 (MODIS) hotspots, representing 949 distinct fires, and 83 (ATSR) hotspots were observed during the study period. The annual mean frequency of hotspots peaks around the transition between the dry-cool season and the wet-warm season, that is, in September–December, when dry soils and fuels could be combined with increasing temperatures. The antecedent local–scale maximum temperature and rainfall anomalies recorded at the closest meteorological station were analyzed. While the signal in maximum temperature is weak and not robust among the fire records, the local–scale anomalies of rainfall are always clearly negative for at least 3 months before the fires (i.e., between June and December). The Effective Drought Index (EDI), based on rainfall only, and the Fire Weather Index (FWI), which combines rainfall, temperature, relative humidity, and wind speed, show similar behaviors before fires. This suggests that a simple rainfall index, as well as a more comprehensive one, is able to diagnose fire risks. At interannual time scale, cross-correlation analysis reveals that the seasonal June–August Niño 3.4 sea surface temperature index is strongly correlated (\(r = 0.78\) for a second-order polynomial fit) with the monthly frequency of all MODIS hotspots in September–December, suggesting a strong potential predictability of fire variations in New Caledonia with a lead time of 1–4 months.


1. Introduction

Spatiotemporal variability of fire reflects a complex interaction among physical factors, including climate, soil, topography, vegetation, and likely human activities [i.e., Vadrevu, 2008; van der Werf et al., 2008a]. Fires in New Caledonia (NC) have been naturally ignited by lightning and conflict, vandalism, and negligence [Cochrane, 2003; van der Werf et al., 2008a]. While fire’s ignition is at least partly human driven, several studies found that regional- and global-scale climate forcings, especially rainfall anomalies related to El Niño–Southern Oscillation (ENSO) phenomena [i.e., Ropelewski and Halpert, 1987, 1996], have a strong impact on the spatial and interannual variability of fire occurrences detected by satellites [Fuller and Murphy, 2006; van der Werf et al., 2006, 2008a; Le Page et al., 2008]. Climate also has an indirect long-term effect through physioecological factors inducing different ecosystem and fuel types (i.e., herbaceous fuel type in savanna versus woody fuels in forest). Rainfall was recognized to be the major climatic driver for fuel production in tropical semiarid regions in the previous wet season in southern Africa [Hély et al., 2003] or even in the previous 3 years in southeastern Arizona [Crimmins and Comrie, 2004]. Soil and fuel moistures are in fact directly related to current and antecedent atmospheric conditions (back to several weeks [Van Wagner, 1987]), and fire risk increases when high temperatures are combined with the absence of rain, strong winds, and/or low absolute vapor pressure [i.e., Stocks et al., 1989]. Climate therefore provides an indirect constraint because land clearing is more efficient when fuels
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are dry [van der Werf et al., 2006, 2008a]. The direct and indirect climatic factors mostly affect propagation, duration, and fire extent.

[4] The climatic forcing of fire is usually analyzed through two different approaches; (1) an a priori estimation of fire risk and (2) an a posteriori analysis of the relationships among frequency and/or extent of fires and/or burnt areas and observed climate conditions. The first approach is mostly based on daily atmospheric conditions, including usually maximum temperature, water vapor, and/or soil moisture deficits, and wind speed. For example, Dolling et al. [2005] found a strong relationship between the Keetch-Byram index, based on soil moisture deficit, and fire activity in 1986–1991 in the Hawaiian Islands. Garcia Diez et al. [1994] used dry static stability in 850–700 hPa layer and a saturation deficit at 850 hPa to define a fire risk over northern Spain. Amiro et al. [2004] used the daily Fire Weather Index (FWI) to characterize large fires in the Canadian boreal forest, while Crimmins [2006] related daily FWI values in the southwest United States to synoptic circulation patterns and found that 80% of the extreme fire-weather days were mainly associated with three atmospheric regimes. The second approach is usually based on a correlation analysis between frequency and/or the spatial extent of fire hotspots or burnt areas and regional-scale rainfall anomalies [Ceccato et al., 2010] or a large-scale climatic phenomenon as ENSO [i.e., Fuller and Murphy, 2006; Le Page et al., 2008; van der Werf et al., 2008b; Langner and Siegert, 2009]. These authors emphasized especially the regional- and global-scale impacts of ENSO on fire activity, through the modulation of seasonal rainfall anomalies and the length and intensity of dry seasons across the whole tropical zone [Ropelewski and Halpert, 1987, 1996; Kiladis and Diaz, 1989]. Kita et al. [2000] showed that the total ozone concentration associated with forest fires increased over Indonesia during the warm ENSO events of 1994 and 1997. Siegert et al. [2001] indicated that fire emissions in Indonesian logged forests are usually higher during drought years and that the number of active hotspots is closely correlated to the length and intensity of the dry season. A seasonal early warning system has been created by Ceccato et al. [2010] to take early action to mitigate the potential fire impact in Indonesia during hazardous years. They showed that fire frequency is nonlinearly related to monthly rainfall anomalies, which are themselves partly predictable from the Niño 4 sea surface temperature (SST) index with a lead time of two months.

[5] In this study, the relationships between fire frequency, recorded by two different satellites (the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) and the Along Track Scanning Radiometer (ATSR)), and atmospheric conditions are analyzed over New Caledonia. This archipelago comprises a main NW–SE elongated island of 400 km × 50 km centered near 165°E and 22°S and secondary islands in the SW Pacific (Figure 1). The moderate air temperatures are typical of a subtropical oceanic climate (Figure 1c). In particular, daily maximum temperatures higher than 35°C are extremely rare (less than 0.5% of available data from 1996). The mean annual rainfall increases from less than 1000 mm on the leeward west coast to more than 2800 mm on the windward east coast, in relation to the orographic forcing of the dominant ESE Alizean flow by the central range of mountains (700–900 m above sea level (asl) on average with summits higher than 1600 m asl; Figures 1a and 1b) [i.e., Leroy, 2006; Lefèvre et al., 2010]. Austral winter and spring (from June to November) are relatively dry, especially in the north, because of the subsidence associated with tropical anticyclones. However, light to moderate rainfalls still occur, driven by orographic forcing of the Alizean flow along the windward coast, and with tropical-extratropical interactions and extratropical disturbances, mostly in the south. Annual rainfall peaks from December to April (Figure 1d), when intertropical convergence and South Pacific convergence zones shift southward [Vincent, 1994; Leroy, 2006]. Tropical disturbances, including cyclones, could then hit NC, mostly from January to March. On the interannual time scale, seasonal rainfalls are related to ENSO, with negative (positive) rainfall anomalies during warm (cold) events [Morliere and Rebert, 1986; Delcroix and Lenormand, 1997; Nicet and Delcroix, 2000; Fischer et al., 2004; Leroy, 2006].

[6] The vegetation reflects partly a stable state among mean rainfall, soil properties, and fire. The specific “mining maquis” [Enright et al., 2001] is widespread on the ultramafic soils on the southern third of the main island (Figure 2a). Dry forest and savanna cover almost 40% of the surface that is covered by volcano–sedimentary soils, dry forest being mostly located along the leeward driest coast, while savannas are spread in the interior as a secondary postfire regeneration (Figure 2a). Dry forest and savannas are logically associated with relatively less annual rainfall than moist tropical rain forests and mining maquis (Figure 2b).

[7] Similar to other tropical islands, NC shelters a huge biodiversity and stands as one of the current 34 worldwide biodiversity hotspots [Myers et al., 2000]. Fire here thus poses a serious issue about its preservation. For example, fires could lead to the change of rain forests into degraded shrub and savanna, leading to a severe threat for some forest species, especially on iron crust soils [McCoy et al., 1999].

[8] Our main goal is to provide a local-scale analysis of the atmospheric conditions, mostly through rainfall and maximum temperature, related to fires detected by satellites. The use of two different satellite records alleviates possible biases induced by differences between the scan detection of fire and space and time samplings [Stolle et al., 2004]. The high-resolution meteorological network (Figures 1a and 1b) allows a probabilistic approach of the local-scale atmospheric conditions observed before each fire, rather than simple frequency or correlation analyses based on the spatial sum of monthly or seasonal counts. This ensemble approach is expected to extract the most robust atmospheric signal by filtering out “noise” related either to inhomogeneities in the satellite data sets and detection of fires or to any specific local-scale forcings. We also compare the “comprehensive” and popular FWI [de Groot et al., 2005; Dymond et al., 2005] with a simpler index, based on rainfall only (the Effective Drought Index (EDI)). This comparison helps to estimate the potential loss of information in a subtropical climate if only rainfall is used, since temperature, wind, and relative humidity, all considered in the FWI, could have a significant impact on fire activity [Amiro et al., 2004; Crimmins, 2006] but are usually less available than rainfall. Last, our study provides an estimate of the ENSO-related impact in a climatic context...
Data and Methods

2.1. Fire Hotspots

Data on fire activity were derived from MOD14A1 Terra and MYD14A1 Aqua MODIS active fire data products [Giglio et al., 2006; Giglio, 2007] from March 2000 to December 2008 and from the ATSR record [Schultz, 2002; Mota et al., 2006] from January 1996 to December 2008. Active fires are pixels where a fire was detected during the satellite overpass. ATSR data were extracted from the World Fire Atlas website. ATSR fire product is based on 3.7 μm combined with two thermal bands (11 μm and 12 μm, respectively) at 1-km spatial resolution. We used algorithm 2 (308 K, saturating threshold) to detect fire. The satellite achieves complete global coverage every three days but, because of the saturation limit of the detector, only nighttime fires are detected, while fire activity usually peaks during the daytime [Justice et al., 2002]. Consequently, the ATSR detected only 83 hotspots in New Caledonia from 1996 to 2008, i.e., only a few large fires burning during several consecutive days. Despite the poor rate of detection of fire by ATSR, we choose to keep its record to compare the associated atmospheric signal with the one found in the larger sample of MODIS fires. A good agreement between both data sets with such different sizes and also based on different methodologies would confirm our ensemble approach.

The MODIS detected a total of 3707 hotspots (called MODIS I hereafter) from 2000 to 2008 (probably far fewer than the total number of fires occurring in New Caledonia because of the temporal or spatial samplings, influence of clouds, etc.). A filtering algorithm has been used to remove
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double counts of the same fire, which covers an area larger than a single pixel (1 km² or 100 ha) and also appears on two successive images (basically one image per day for Aqua and Terra satellites). This iterative algorithm aggregated hotspots when they occurred less than 1 km apart and in the same 24 h time period. This algorithm allows extracting distinct fires as well as their duration and areal extent. These 949 such fires (called MODIS II hereafter) were found from 2000 to

Figure 2. (a) Vegetation map of New Caledonia using Land Cover Classification derived from SPOT (2, 3, and 4) satellite images at 20 m resolution. This land cover map has been produced by the New Caledonian Department of Technology and Information Services (DTSI) and is available from the Service Géomatique de la Télédétection du Gouvernement de la Nouvelle-Calédonie, 1996. The information layers are obtained with Normalized Difference Vegetation Index thresholds [Rouse et al., 1973] applied on a mosaic of SPOT-3 and SPOT-4 satellite images from 1996 with a horizontal resolution of 20 m. The 10 different land covers are bush, lake, swampy sparse mangrove, swampy dense mangrove, sparse mining maquis, dense mining maquis, savanna, bare soil, bare soil with mangrove, and dense vegetation (i.e., forest). (b) Fraction of surface covered by different land covers. The upper number gives the approximate mean annual rainfall, and the lower number indicates the number of rain gauges.
2008. Most of them (38% and 22%, respectively) covered a small area of 1 and 2 pixels, while the largest fire, known as the “Montagne des Sources” fire, burned during one week in December 2005 and covered 116 pixels.

2.2. Rainfall and Temperature Data Sets

[11] There are 118 rain gauges and 75 temperature stations in NC, managed by MeteoFrance. Eighty-six rain gauges (48 temperature stations), having less than 20% of missing entries (Figures 1a and 1b), were extracted from January 1996 to December 2008. The total percentage of missing entries is less than 5% in both data sets. The meteorological stations are concentrated on the west coast, while large parts of the mountainous interior are empty (Figures 1a and 1b). Nevertheless, the spatial sampling is reasonable since most of the hotspots are less than 10 km from a rain gauge (see section 3). The local-scale raw temperature and rainfall are first averaged over running 3, 7, 15, 30, and 60 day and then standardized relatively to the climatological mean (= low-pass-filtered daily mean with a cut-off at 1/60 cycle-per-day) computed over 1996–2008 (ATSR) and 2000–2008 (MODIS). The rainfall anomalies are expressed as % relatively to the climatological mean. This method is better than averaging daily anomalies over running 3–to-60 days period, at least for rainfall, since very scarce wet days could lead to extremely high daily anomalies which are smoothed when raw rainfall are first summed over consecutive days. The samples of 3, 7, 15, 30 and 60 day anomalies are then extracted for each hotspot at the closest meteorological stations, the last day of each time period being the hotspot day. For MODIS I, the temperature and rainfall anomalies are repeated for the number of pixels of each distinct fire, while they are considered just one time per fire in MODIS II, independent of the full area covered by the fire. In other words, the weighting used for MODIS I enhances the local-scale atmospheric anomalies of larger fires. The shortness of the available period raises a possible issue related to temporal sampling. All statistical analyses have been systematically repeated in cross-validation mode by removing one year and checking the robustness of the score. Several sampling tests are indicated in section 3.

Figure 3. (a) Hotspots detected by MODIS I (2000–2008) and ATSR (1996–2008) satellites. (b) Annual cycle of MODIS I (solid red line), MODIS II (dashed red line), and ATSR (black solid line) hotspots computed as mean monthly frequencies of the available period. (c) Proportion of MODIS I (red open circle with solid red line) and MODIS II (red open circle with dashed red line) by land cover superimposed on the mean coverage of land covers (bars). The numbers refer to land covers in Figure 2a.
2.3. Effective Drought Index

The Effective Drought Index (EDI) is a simple measure of relative drought or excess of rainfall [Byun and Wilhite, 1999]. “Effective” precipitations (EPs) on a given day are first computed as the weighted sum of daily rainfall ($R$) until that day:

$$EP_i = \frac{\sum_{m=1}^{n} P_m}{n},$$

where $i$ is the duration over which the sum is computed, and $P_m$ is the rainfall $m - 1$ days before the current day [Byun and Wilhite, 1999; Laux et al., 2009]. EP is thus a weighted sum with weights of each day decreasing nonlinearly from the last day of the period, with the sum of weights equaling $n$. $n$ varies between 30 and 365 in our study. EP is then normalized using its climatological mean computed on the available period, allowing us to compute the “precipitation return to normal” (PRN) [Byun and Wilhite, 1999]. A PRN of 20 mm means that a rainfall of 20 mm during the current day cancels the relative drought since $n$ days. Alternatively, a PRN of $-20$ mm means an excess of 20 mm of “effective” rainfall since $n$ days. The PRN standardized by its climatological standard deviation is the EDI with positive (negative, respectively) sign indicating relative deficiency (excess) of rainfall [Laux et al., 2009]. The EDI is thus a standardized estimate of drought or excess of rainfall independent of the total rainfall and also a relative measure of drought or excess of rainfall according to the local seasonal cycle of rainfall. The computation of the EDI needs complete records of daily rainfall. The missing daily rainfall data were replaced using a simple stochastic weather generator based on a first-order Markov chain model to simulate the frequency of wet days (at least 1 mm) combined with a two-parameter gamma distribution to simulate rainfall amounts during wet days [Wilks, 1999]. This method was applied independently to each station and each month to reproduce a realistic annual cycle.

2.4. Fire Weather Index

The Fire Weather Index (FWI) is usually used for the assessment of forest fire risk [Van Wagner, 1987; Dymond et al., 2005; Carvalho et al., 2008]. The index is based on past and current weather conditions, including air temperature, relative humidity, surface wind speed, and rainfall quantity in the past 24 h. The FWI is based on three fuel moisture codes corresponding to surface-humus (Fine Fuel Moisture Code), intermediate-humus (Duff Moisture Code (DMC)), and deep-humus (Drought Code (DC)) layers of the forest floor and on three fire behavior indices (the Initial Spread Index for fire propagation, the Build-Up Index for fuel consumption related to fire intensity, and the FWI). The standard form of the FWI is the equations given by Van Wagner [1987]. The FWI values rise as the fire danger increases. This index is unitless, and we expressed it in terms of...
Figure 5. Percentiles (10%, 25%, 50%, 75%, 90%) of maximum temperature anomalies for 3 days, 7 days, 15 days, 30 days, and 60 days before (a) MODIS I, (b) MODIS II, and (c) ATSR hotspots at the closest meteorological station. The daily maximum temperatures are first averaged on running 3 day, 7 day, 15 day, 30 day, and 60 day windows, then normalized according to the 1996–2008 (2000–2008) climatology. The climatology is the daily mean low-pass filtered by a Butterworth recursive filter with a cutoff at 1/60 cycles per day.
of standardized anomalies relative to the climatology. The use of relative humidity and wind speed reduces the computation of the FWI to 14 stations only in NC. The computation of the Drought Code would have been a good compromise to track drought and fire danger [Girardin and Wotton, 2009] as it requires only rainfall and air temperature data, but these are not automatically recorded on all rain gauge stations. In conclusion, only 14 available stations recorded all variables (temperature, rainfall, winds, and relative humidity), 48 available stations recorded temperature and rainfall, and 86 available stations recorded rainfall only.

2.5. Daily Atmospheric Circulation

Daily geopotential and winds at 850 hPa were obtained from the National Centers for Environmental Prediction.
3. Results

3.1. Location and Seasonal Cycle of Fire

[15] MODIS I hotspots are widespread across NC (Figure 3a) even though some parts of the main island (such as the southeast, but also several mountainous sectors) are almost fire free. The mean monthly frequency of hotspots exhibits a clear unimodal trend with the peak near the end of the cool-dry season and at the beginning of the warm-rainy season (Figure 3b), when increasing temperature combines with a high deficit in soil moisture [Giglio et al., 2006; Le Page et al., 2008]. Herbaceous and fine woody debris fuels dry out from May, and the vegetation becomes vulnerable to fire at the end of the relatively dry season. The fire season in NC occurs thus each year mostly from September to December, which include 88% of MODIS I hotspots, 81% of MODIS II fires, and 67% of ATSR hotspots. The 1/10 ratio between MODIS II fires and ATSR hotspots is partly related to the difference in temporal sampling [Stolle et al., 2004]. Apart from this general unimodal trend, MODIS I and II also exhibit a small secondary peak in April, i.e., near the beginning of the cool-dry season (Figure 3b), but this small peak appeared only in a single year, 2003. The dependency between fire locations and land cover indicates a higher sensitivity for savanna or bush and a lower sensitivity for dense or sparse “mining maquis” and forest (Figure 3c). The relatively low sensitivity of mining maquis can be explained by the lack of human activities near these infertile areas that decreases the human-driven fire ignition even though the largest fire occurred on these ultramafic land cover types. Moreover, the dense mining maquis are also mostly located in southeastern NC (Figure 2a) which is almost never absolutely dry, even during the austral summer.

3.2. Local-Scale Temperature and Rainfall Anomalies Before Fire

[16] Each MODIS and ATSR fire hotspot was associated with the temperature and rainfall recorded at the closest meteorological stations (Figure 4). More than 98% of rain gauges were less than 10 km away from the MODIS fires (80% and 15 km, respectively, for the ATSR fires) (Figure 4a). The distances are slightly larger for temperature data (Figure 4b), but the spatial scale of temperature anomalies is expected to be larger than that of rainfall.

[17] The distribution of maximum temperature anomalies for all fire products is similar and almost symmetric around zero, even for a short time lead (3 and 7 days) before hotspots (Figure 5); therefore temperature anomalies do not seem to be a major driving factor of hotspots in NC. The same analysis using rainfall (Figure 6) shows significant negative anomalies until at least 60 days before the hotspots. The median fell from below −80% the week before a hotspot for each fire product data set and approximately below −50% for 60 days before it (Figure 6). The medians of 3, 7, 15, 30, and 60 day rainfall anomalies before fires, recomputed by excluding iteratively one year, showed negligible differences (less than 5%) between the medians of these 9 (MODIS) and 13 (ATSR) subsamples and the one of the whole sample (not shown). This analysis is last repeated on three samples from which three consecutive years are removed. Long-term climatology, as well as rainfall anomalies, was independently computed in 2003–2008, 2000–2002, 2006–2008, and 2000–2006, and they are associated with the MODIS I and II hotspots of the corresponding periods. The three medians of rainfall anomalies are very close to each other, with absolute differences limited to 5% at maximum (not shown). So the anomalous short-term (one week) to medium-term (two month) rainfall deficits before the fires seem robust and independent of any heterogeneities in the satellite data sets.

[18] We then analyzed the possible dependency between amplitudes of rainfall anomalies and the sizes of fires. The MODIS II fires were ordered according to their area (from 1 to 116 pixels), and the mean rainfall anomalies were computed at the closest rain gauges for each fire. In that case, there are no multiple counts for fires larger than one pixel. Dealing with the relationship between fire size and rainfall anomalies, Table 1 showed that negative rainfall anomalies are usually stronger for large fires. It is related to the difference between the fire’s ignition on the one hand and the fire’s duration and/or extent on the other hand. As ignition is human induced, it is probably less related to climatic conditions, while a long duration and/or a large burnt area are favored by a larger deficit of rainfall.

3.3. Temporal Modulation of Local-Scale Drought Before Fires

[19] The above section suggests a robust relationship between fire occurrence and antecedent local-scale negative rainfall anomalies. The temporal modulation of rainfall anomalies has been considered with the EDI. As for rainfall, each fire was associated with the EDI computed at the closest rain gauge. The 75% percentile of the EDI is positive at least 40 days before the MODIS hotspots, indicating robust negative anomalies of the “effective” rainfall, at least 100 days before the fire, since EDI considers here the integrated rainfall in a 60 day window (Figure 7). The variations for ATSR are noisier (Figure 7c), partly related to
Figure 7. Median (bold dashed line) and 25% and 75% percentiles (dashed line) of the EDI computed on a 60 day window at the closest rain gauge from one year to the day of hotspots for (a) MODIS I, (b) MODIS II, and (c) ATSR.
the small size of the sample. Negative rainfall anomalies are thus widespread from June to December, before the hotspot fire occurrences. In other words, a medium-term drought near the end of the cool-dry season, as well as a delay in the onset of the wet season, significantly increases the fire’s risk. Median EDI tends to zero around \(\sim 135–150\) days before the hotspot fires (Figure 7), suggesting a weak return to normal conditions from February to May, that is, near the end of the previous wet season if the mean seasonal cycle of rainfall is taken into account (Figure 1d). The median tends to be above 0 all year before the hotspot fires with a large spread, suggesting that fires tend to be more frequent during a dry year (Figure 7). The EDI was also computed for different fire sizes considering the MODIS II data set. As before, the drought was more severe for large fires (not shown).

[20] It is also interesting to analyze and confirm this temporal modulation through another index. We obtained the same results when the EDI was replaced by the FWI (Figure 8).

**Figure 8.** Median (bold dashed line) and 25% and 75% percentiles (dashed line) of the FWI at the closest rain gauge from one year to the day of a hotspot for MODIS I.

**Figure 9.** (a) Scatterplot of daily EDI in the abscissa and daily standardized DMC in SOND (black dots) and during MODIS I fires (red dots). The white dashed line gives the best exponential fitting between daily EDI and daily DMC. (b) The same as Figure 9a, except that the DMC is replaced by the FWI.
(note that only 15% of FWI stations are less than 10 km from the MODIS I hotspots). This suggests that considering rainfall only does not degrade the detection of climate impact on fire activity. We also compared the daily EDI with the daily DMC and FWI during the fire’s season (September, October, November, December (SOND)) (Figure 9). In this case, the EDI is used only at stations where the FWI is available. Only positive anomalies values of the DMC (FWI), including 78% (84%) of the fire days, are related mostly to positive EDI variations while negative DMC (FWI) anomalies are not necessarily related to negative EDI (Figure 9). Indeed, the DMC and FWI seem to saturate for decreasing EDI. This could be related to the positive skewness of the DMC (skewness = 1.1) and FWI (skewness = 0.6) while EDI is negatively skewed (skewness = −0.98). The DC (which is an indicator of seasonal drought on forest fuels in deep duff layers and depends on only rainfall and temperature) shows the same nonlinear relationship as in the two previous cases (not shown).

3.4. Spatial Pattern of Rainfall Deficit Before the Fires

[21] The number of MODIS I and II hotspots was counted in a radius of 20 km around each rain gauge. Mean rainfall anomalies (in % of the mean) in 0–100 days before the (c) MODIS I and (d) MODIS II fires. The bold circles (in Figures 10c and 10d) indicate significant anomalies at the two-sided 95% level according to a Student’s t test.

Figure 10. Total number of (a) MODIS I and (b) MODIS II hotspots recorded in a radius of 20 km around each rain gauge. Mean rainfall anomalies (in % of the mean) in 0–100 days before the (c) MODIS I and (d) MODIS II fires. The bold circles (in Figures 10c and 10d) indicate significant anomalies at the two-sided 95% level according to a Student’s t test.
MODIS I, while a single rainfall anomaly is used for each MODIS II fire independent of its area. The significant negative rainfall anomalies are larger for MODIS I (Figure 10c) relatively to MODIS II (Figure 10d) and are also more intense along the leeward western coast, independent of the local-scale frequency of fire.

### 3.5. Interannual Variability of Fire Frequency

The interannual variability of NC rainfall has been extensively studied and ENSO has been recognized as one of the main forcings of NC rainfall variations [i.e., Morliere and Rebert, 1986; Nicet and Delcroix, 2000; Fischer et al., 2004; Leroy, 2006]. In particular, the South Pacific Convergence Zone (SPCZ) shifts southwestward during La Niña and northeastward during El Niño events. During an El Niño year, NC typically experiences anomalous dry and cold conditions from April until May of the following year [Morliere and Rebert, 1986], while the opposite is usually observed during La Niña events, but the magnitude of the rainfall anomalies is not strictly proportional to the strength of ENSO [Nicet and Delcroix, 2000; Fischer et al., 2004]. It is thus interesting to analyze the relationships between ENSO and fire frequency averaged across NC in SOND. Figure 11 displays the scatterplot between June and August Niño 3.4 anomalies and the monthly anomalies of MODIS hotspots summed across NC. Monthly values are used to increase the sample size. Cold ENSO events are almost always related to fewer MODIS hotspots than normal, while the association between warm ENSO events and more MODIS hotspots is less straightforward. Similarly, the correlation between seasonal SOND frequencies of ATSR hotspots and those of June, July, August (JJA) Niño 3.4 equals 0.76 (1996–2008 period) for a second-order polynomial fit (not shown).

To better understand the interactions between ENSO and fires in SOND, we examined the regional-scale atmospheric anomalies at 850 hPa during warm and cold ENSO events. We consider a long period, i.e., from 1950 to 2008, to get a robust relationship. Warm and cold ENSO events are defined using the 80% and 20% percentiles, respectively (i.e., 12 years in each sample) of the SOND average of the Niño 3.4 SST index. The climatological winds and geopotential heights at 850 hPa show a S–N gradient between anticyclonic conditions with relatively weaker easterlies south of 23°S and the SPCZ with stronger easterlies.
north of 23°S (Figure 12a). Figures 12b and 12c display the composite anomalies during the 12 warmest and 12 coldest ENSO events. Warm ENSO events are characterized by positive geopotential height anomalies and anomalous southeasterly winds over the southwest Pacific (Figure 12b). Cold ENSO events are associated with large negative geopotential height anomalies and anomalous northwesterly winds north of NC (Figure 12c), with the resultant impact of enhancing moisture advection over NC.

It is interesting to compare these seasonal composites with daily composites of atmospheric anomalies at 850 hPa when at least one MODIS hotspot is recorded across NC. The composite of these 949 fires' days (Figure 12d) reveals a pattern similar to the one associated with warm ENSO events (Figure 12b), with positive geopotential anomalies, increasing southwest of NC, associated with intensified southeasterlies. The anomalous southeasterlies would enhance the climatologically mean easterly winds over the southwest Pacific, thus further enhancing (weakening) precipitation along the windward (leeward) coasts of NC through changes in orographic lifting. In summary, the seasonal atmospheric anomalies associated with warm ENSO events are similar to daily ones recorded during fires' days. Atmospheric anomalies associated with days recording >2, 5, or even 10 MODIS hotspots (not shown) are very similar to the ones displayed in Figure 12d, suggesting that days recording numerous hotspots are related to an accumulation of rainfall deficit rather than a specific meteorological pattern.

4. Discussion and Conclusion

For the first time in NC, we used rich daily rainfall and temperature data sets (Figure 1) and two different data sets of hotspot records (MODIS and ATSR) to study climatic controls on fire activity. The length of the fire records is quite short (13 years for ATSR and 9 years for MODIS), but it nevertheless allows the first attempt of fire frequency reconstruction of these biodiversity hotspots, where intensive agriculture such as palm tree plantations is not at the origin of fire ignitions. Our analysis is mostly based on the association between each fire occurrence and local-scale atmospheric conditions recorded at the closest meteorological station or rain gauge. Considering all fire occurrences and two different satellite estimates could alleviate some of the issues associated for example with the shortness and discrepancies between satellite records, but the high resolution of meteorological data sets counterbalances such drawbacks. Our approach allows extracting a robust climate-driven signal from among a large data set, at least when all 3707 MODIS hotspots are considered.

Although fire ignition in NC is mostly a human-driven phenomenon, climate has a strong impact on seasonal and interannual variations of fires, mostly through rainfall in our case. The seasonal cycle of fires shows first a clear seasonal peak at the end of the cool-dry season and the beginning of the warm-wet season, that is September–December (Figures 1 and 3). Second, the negative rainfall anomalies during the dry-cool season and around its transition with the warm-wet season appear to be the main forcings of the local-scale fire occurrences (Figures 5 and 7). Despite very large differences between ATSR and MODIS frequencies, the rainfall anomalies and the associated relative drought are very robust among both data sets considered in this study (Figures 7 and 8). The negative rainfall anomalies before the fire are also stronger for the leeward western coast (Figure 10), which is drier, because of topography, than the windward eastern coast, while the extremely southeastern part of the main island is almost fire free because of both its almost
constant wetness, even from May to October (Figure 1d), and its uninhabited status, which is due to prevailing infertile ultramafic soil conditions for agriculture. Therefore, anomalously low rainfall amounts as well as long dry periods, especially at the end of the dry-cool season, increase fire occurrences and the driest areas (i.e., the leeward west coast, Figure 10) appear to be more sensitive to such negative rainfall anomalies. Therefore, the same mechanisms seem able to explain temporal, at intra-annual and interannual time scales, and spatial variations of fire occurrence. In the same way, the climatic signal seems especially clear when the fire size is considered. Preprocessing of MODIS hotspots allows us to differentiate the frequency of fire start and extent. The duration and/or extent of fires are more closely related to rainfall anomalies than to frequency of fire starts, which is impacted by human factors.

[28] The leeward west coast is drier than the windward east coast, and it is possible that some threshold effect exists, inhibiting a fire’s extension or/and duration even if a relative drought occurs along the east coast, especially in south NC, where wintertime rainfall is significant. In other words, the almost-constant wetness is able to limit the extension and duration of fire. This simple modulation is probably not unique since northern NC, which is very dry during the austral winter, is not related to the largest negative rainfall anomalies. We must also remember that most of the NC inhabitants live in Nouméa and its suburbs and also along the leeward coast, while some parts of the windward coast and the interior are empty of people. This superimposes a human-driven pattern that partly biases the climatic ones.

[29] The lack of any robust relationship between fire occurrence and maximum temperature is intriguing. It is well known that the highest fire risk is associated with drought, but also with high diurnal temperatures, increasing the water vapor deficit, and strong winds, enhancing evapotranspiration. It is thus possible that the geographical as well as the topographical context of NC, that is, a mountainous and narrow island surrounded by warm seas, limits the impact of temperature on fire occurrence. It does not exclude these atmospheric parameters (i.e., temperature, wind speed, evapotranspiration) as unable to modulate the impact of rainfall anomalies, for example by differentiating the fire’s risk for a fixed level of drought, even if they cannot act alone as a main driving factor.

[30] It is important to note that a simple index such as the EDI, based on rainfall only, leads to very similar results of a more comprehensive meteorological index such as the FWI. The FWI serves mostly as a daily indicator of fire risk, but we show here that the EDI conveys similar information about fire risks (Figure 9), at least when an island like NC is considered. It is not necessarily trivial because several combinations could induce a high fire risk such as a high wind speed associated with a low relative humidity, which in turn could be induced by a high maximum temperature. However, the fact that only rainfall information is sufficient through the EDI to assess fire risk is an important result since daily rainfalls estimated by satellites are already available and have been since 1998 (through the Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM)), thus covering most of the fire records, at least those recorded by satellites. Such a local-scale analysis would then be feasible for the whole tropical zone.

[31] The next step would be to forecast a seasonal fire risk. We know that ENSO is a major large-scale forcing of interannual variability of NC rainfall. Despite the shortness of satellite records, the cross correlations between the JJA Niño 3.4 SST index and monthly anomalies of fire frequency in SOND is rather promising (Figure 11). Warm ENSO events are associated with anticyclonic anomalies, larger over the western Pacific, and faster southeasterlies than normal at 850 hPa, while cold ENSO events are associated with cyclonic anomalies and anomalous northerlies toward NC (Figure 12). Warm ENSO events are thus associated with drier conditions than usual in NC that help to strengthen the atmospheric conditions favorable for fire propagation. It is highly likely that the anomalous southeasterlies over the southwest Pacific during ENSO events could lead to an enhanced drought along the leeward coast of NC through changes in orographic forcing. This overall positive relationship between the Niño 3.4 index and hotspots summed across NC is consistent with the results that Ceccato et al. [2010] found in Kalimantan. While the correlation falls below 0.2 between Southern Oscillation Index (SOI) and fire risk in Amazonia [Hoffmann et al., 2003], our results suggest a stronger ENSO modulation in NC. Cold ENSO events are always associated with negative anomalies of MODIS hotspot fires while warm ENSO events are usually, but not always, associated with positive anomalies of hotspots. This asymmetry could simply be due to stochastic sampling, but an additional simple mechanism could be raised: if cold ENSO events lead to more rainfall than normal during the cool-dry season and/or an earlier onset of the wet season, they almost strictly inhibit the propagation of fires and ignition is more difficult. On the other hand, an anomalous drought, for example, related to a warm ENSO event, increases the probability of ignition or propagation of a fire. Nonclimatic factors are thus critical to establishing the true level of fire activity. Future studies would consider different predicting schemes based on the ENSO state but also on rainfall anomalies.
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